Spy School Team Building

Introduction
If you've ever fancied yourself as the next James Bond or Jason Bourne then our Spy School
is just up your street. We have a total of 8 action packed covert missions for your team to
experience. Each mission requires skill, dexterity and team work to accomplish.
What Happens ?

All budding agents are given a briefing at Spy HQ with full details of their training and the
mission they must accomplish
Location
Spy School is totally mobile and can be set up anywhere in the UK or Europe. Set up time is
about 3 hours and the whole activity session can be designed to last from 2hours to a whole
day. If you need help with selecting a venue then we can help as we partner a number of
hotels throughout the UK.

Spy School Activities
Spy School includes up to 8 exciting and challenging activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drop Box
Sniper Shot
Zip wire
Laser Maze
Code Breakers
Bomb Squad
Surveillance
Fire Power

Drop Box
All covert missions require the use of secret hiding
places for documents and messages.
We supply each team with a flight case containing an
array of Spy Kit including a GPS receiver and a
detector.
The task is to find the Drop Boxes and collect the
clues from each, they will be needed later in the day

Sniper Shot
The agents will be taught in Sniper techniques and
get to assemble a high tech Sniper weapon and
then fire it.
You will learn concealment techniques to blend into
the background. Hit the targets accurately and earn
valuable points for their team

Zip Wire
Every agent on special ops needs to agile to carry out
daring missions. In this scenario agents need to zip
down our aerial runway whilst in this vantage point
throw a grenade into a terrorist bunker. Agents get
several dry runs before attempting the mission for
real

Laser Maze
The mission is to break into a vault then negotiate the
security laser beams without breaking them.
Once inside the vault you will use the combination
code you have obtained from a previous mission to get
into the safe and retrieve vital documents, then squirm
back to safety through the Laser Maze

Code Breakers
During other missions each team of agents will have
retrieved valuable coded messages.
Now it’s time to decipher those coded messages
using the equipment available. It’s all against the
clock so the pressure is on.

Bomb Squad
Agents are faced with a small flight case that has a
fully armed bomb inside. The team have a limited
time to defuse the bomb by using a combination dial
and finally by cutting the correct two out of eight
jumper cables.
Agents will receive feedback through the activity via a
visual display and audio prompts.
If the mission fails then the countdown procedure
starts resulting in an explosion!

Surveillance
The mission is to sneak into a Russian Commanders
Field Command Post.
Once inside you will need to disarm the security
camera and place a listening device.
When you have you completed the mission successfully
you then have to listen in and take down vital
information

Fire Power
Fire a range automatic machines guns and pistols at
moving targets. Each gun is loaded with chalk pellets
that explode in a white cloud of powder on impact. This
is a dramatic and exciting mission with lots of noise and
smoke!
Please note: No live ammunition or weapons are used
in the activities to comply with current Legal and
Health & Safety legislation. Weapons used are a
combination of paint ball guns, replica and laser guns.

Rules of Participation
-No live ammunition or weapons are used in these activities in compliance with current
Legal and Health and Safety legislation
- The weapons used are a combination of paint ball, replica and laser guns
- Suitable loose and comfortable clothing should be worn with flat soled shoes
- Participants are required to fill out a medical questionnaire declaring conditions and
medications
- Participants should be of a minimum fitness and will be able to take the activities at their
own pace

